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 Sprite 
Micro Scooter

Lightweight, easy-fold, adjustable height. 
Exceptional quality. Available in assorted colours. 
Age 5yrs-adult up to 100kg

Woodland 
Store and 

Theatre 
Woodland Store and 

Theatre. Freestanding 
and doublesided! 

Includes 2 puppets and 
a blackboard to note 

performance times. The 
shop includes shelves 

and chalkboard 
for specials! 

Size 75 x 110 x 25cm. 
Age 3yrs+

$17995

Dena RAINBOW 
Arches -12 
Teether, soft stacker, early engineering 
tool, sensory experiences suitable 
from birth! 100% food grade 
silicone. Choose from neon 
or pastel.  Age 0+

Ballerina 
Music Box
A beautifully designed jewellery 
box featuring a sweet tune. 
Size 13 x 10 x 18cm  Age 4yrs+

$6795

$15995

Connetix Tiles 
100 pce Set

Create amazing structures 
with these colourful 

strong magnetic tiles. 
Age 3yrs+

$25995

$3995

Stanley 3-In-1 
Keypad Coding Robot
This mission based DIY Robot 
features a coding keypad and 
intuitive programming. 
Build & rebuild into 
3 different designs.  Age 8yrs+

$7995
ea

ON SALE NOW!
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$2495

Turtle Smackeroo
Smack a peg down, one pops up on the other side! PoP! 
SMACK!  Size 26 x 21 x 14cm. Age 2yrs+

1-10 Car Puzzle 
Stack, match the numbers, discuss colours, make up stories, 
and so much more. Endless activities to be played with this 
wooden puzzle...  Age 3yrs+

$1695

Classic 
Skwish
This multi-sensory baby toy squashes 
and returns to its original shape! Skwish 
is an award winning, wooden rattle and 
teether. Made from sustainable 
rubberwood.  Age 0+

$2995

Action 
Songs Board Book
6 action songs for babies and parents to 

bop and move to. Tuff board pages to last. 
Batteries included.  Age 6mths+

$2495
ea

$14995

Dena RAINBOW Arches -6
Teether, soft stacker, early engineering tool, and provider of 
sensory experiences suitable from birth! 100% food grade 
silicone. Choose from neon or pastel.  Age 0+

$16995

Rainbow Cloud 
Walker

A sturdy tool to aid first 
walkers, coloured blocks 
encourage early stages 
of play - grouping, 
stacking, puzzling. 
Sustainable 
rubberwood. 
Age 12mths+

Jungle 
Balloon Ball
Inflate a balloon inside this jungle 
cover to change a balloon into a 
ball. Super for travel, nappy bags 
or at home.  Age 2yrs+

$3495

Stacking Farmyard Animals 
This high-quality set of wooden farm animals offers creative and 
open-ended play. Packaged in a drawstring bag, the set includes 
10 farm animals, a wheelbarrow and a hay bale.  Age 3yrs+

$3495

Sound Blocks 
12 pce set
Shake, Rattle, Stack and Roll these 
brightly coloured wooden Sound 
Blocks that include special internal 
rattles and bells.  Age 12mths+

$6495

Cocoon Rainbow Turtle 
This stylish turtle is a pull along with quiet wheels and 
doubles as a stacking toy. Turtle includes six curved wooden 
arches to stack as his shell or use for imaginative play. 
Size 25cm x 8cm x 11cm.  Age 12mths+

Jellystone 
designs 
Rainbow 
Stacker
Babies will love chewing on 
these safe, soothing silicone 
rings.  They can soon gain 
confidence in practicing their 
stacking skills too. Age 0+

$3295

Green Toys Paddle Boat
This Paddle Boat has an easy grip handle, is ideal for 
scooping & pouring and has a spout for bathtime fun! 
Made from 100% recycled plastic milk bottles. 
Age 6mths+

MOBI 
ZIPPEE

Sensory fun for 
toddlers. Push, pull 
& chew! Made from 
food grade silicon. 
Age 18mths+

$3995

Rocking Horse
An heirloom toy - climbing, 
sitting and rocking will 
encourage dexterity and 
confidence through 
balance. 
Age 12mths+

Dena 6 KIDS 
and 6 HOUSES
12 piece set made from 
food-grade silicone, ideal 
for unstructured play. 
Children can chew, twist, 
stack and and bake! 
Choose from neon or 
pastel.  Age 0+

$2595

Giant Multicoloured Train 
      Introduce colours and shapes with this beech and 
       cherrywood gorgeous pull along train. Stack, sort 

      and build with the blocks. 
     Size 54 x 10 x 20cm. 
     Age 12mths+

$16995

TINY TOT 
TRIKE PLUS
Converts from a push trike to a 
2 wheel balance bike. This award 
winning design features an adjustable, 
cushioned seat and is constructed from sustainably sourced bamboo 
plywood. (Accessories sold separately).  Age 18mths-4yrs

Green Toys Shape Sorter
8 colourful shapes for sorting, Made from 100% recycled 
plastic milk bottles, dishwasher safe.  Age 18mths+

Baby Einstein 
Magic Touch Guitar
First jam session! Create your own chord combinations or 
play along to pre-recorded tunes and then use the whammy 
bar and Silly Mode for sound effects. Batteries included.  
Size 41cm x 5cm x 17cm.  Age 12mths+

$5995Calm Down 
Bottle
Sensory bottles can help children 
self-regulate their breathing and 
improve their focus. Just add water 
with a dash of washing up liquid. 
Refill and reuse for endless creative 
options. Choose from blue or pink.  
Age 3yrs+

$1995

$3495

$3995

$6995
ea

$3995
ea

$7495
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Daisylane Sweetheart 
Cottage
Hearts and flowers adorn 
this adorable 32 piece 
furnished dollhouse. 
Suits little people 
who like to play and 
imagine. 
Wooden house 
is 44cmL 
x 63cmH 
x 35cmW. 
Age 3yrs+

$3495

$2495

$2495

$4495

$9995

$9995

$3495

$4495$5995

$7995

$24995

$14995

$11995

Flower 
Tin Tea Set 15 pces
Pretty in pink and tin! This Retro designed tin 
tea set is strong and safe.  Perfect for treats 
for 4 for afternoon tea and packs away ready 
for tomorrow!  Age 3yrs+ Parking 

and Gas Station
A multilevel wooden garage! Fill up with petrol or get your car 
repaired before parking. Includes 3 cars, 1 helicopter and 7 floor 
jigsaw road pieces.  Size 72 x 45 x 40cm.  Age 3yrs+

Magnetic Art Case - Animal World or Dress up
Children can create their own stories with these magnetic sets, bringing their imagination to life. Each portable 
set includes 53 magnets, 8 cards, 1 wipe-clean marker and the carry case. Can also be an open ended wipe-
clean drawing board. Available in Dress Up or Animal World.  Size 26 x 19 x 4cm. Age 3yrs+

$4495

Magic Hat
This young magician set has 125 classic tricks including 
a Cute Magic Rabbit, Linking Rings, Mind Reading Magic 
and X-Ray Vision!  Age 8yrs+

Crane 
Construction Set 

This sturdy working crane can lift, 
swivel and move a load forward and 

backwards! Complete with 6 
construction vehicles, 2 workers 
plus safety barriers and cones. 
Age 3yrs+

Pure 
Banjo 
A sweet toy banjo - tune the 3 strings 
and play the wooden instrument to create 
fun family sing-a-longs.  Age 3yrs+

My Doll Family
This adorable hand-
finished, wooden 
poseable doll family 
is the perfect size 
for dollhouses!  
Each 12cm tall. 
Age 3yrs+

Sweetie pie 
Pram
An adorable wooden doll’s 
pram. Includes a pretty 
printed mattress and coverlet.  
Size 46 x 47 x 29cm. Age 3yrs+

Mini Chef 
Birds Nest 
Cafe
Mini baristas will make the 
best pretend coffee 
with this compact Café. 
Featuring a modern 
design coffee machine, 
pods, steaming spout, 
toaster, milk jug, 
play food treats and 
accessories. Made 
from sustainable 
rubberwood and 
non-toxic paint.  
Age 3yrs+

Bonikka 
Doll 
Fran
Fran is so soft, 
cuddly and safe, 
she makes a great 
gift for children 
from birth. With an 
adorable outfit, 
this ragdoll will 
be loved for years 
to come. 
Size 40cm. 
Age 0+

            Honeybake 
      Sleigh Cot
This adorable rubberwood cot suits dolls to 30cm and converts 
to a dolly day-bed! Includes mattress, pillow and blanket. 
Size 22 x 47cm. Age 3yrs+

Honeybake 
Star Beauty 
Set
Dressing up is super fun 
with this cosmetic bag, filled 
with wooden beauty 
accessories. Includes a 
pretend hairdryer, comb, 
lipstick, powder puff, 
hand mirror and more. 
Age 3yrs+

$4995

Nesting Xylophone
This 7 piece bamboo xylophone creates 
beautiful sounds with the pieces stacked or 
separated. Set includes two strikers for co-
operative play and each piece nests together 
for easy storage. 36cm high when stacked.  
Age 3yrs+

$4995

Tool Box
A complete first toy tool set for littlies to role play with 

10 wooden pieces. Tools store away in a wooden carry case.  Age 3yrs+
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$2495

$3495

$2495

$4995

$1795 $1795

$2995

$1295

$995

$1495

$2795

$2295

$1995

$995

$1495

$2795

$995

$995

Pompom Dog 
Collages
A perfect craft activity for littlies, stick the pom poms 
into the outlines to finish cute dogs.  Age 3yrs+

Silky Crayons
These bright coloured silky crayons can be used as pastels 
or watercolours. Non toxic, washable and includes a handy 
canvas storage bag. 6 pack.  Age 3yrs+

Rock Painting
Create animal rocks or design something 
unique. Includes 8 rocks, paint and 
applicators.  Age 5yrs+

Paint Sticks 
12 pack

Fuss free fun! Twist up, paint 
easily onto paper, wood, 

glass... Instant fun-instant 
tidy! 12 Pack.  Age 3yrs+

Washable Sidewalk 
Chalk
Perfect for outdoors and 
chalkboards, these 
are dust free and 
patterned. Includes 24 
chalks and 2 holders in 
a storage tub. 
Age 1yrs+

Magic 
Felt Tip Markers
Create a rainbow of colours with this set 
of 10 magical markers! Change colours 
like magic with the special clear marker. 
Non toxic.  Age 3yrs+

Animo Mosaico 
Peg Board

Finish 8 beautiful pictures by 
placing the coloured pegs 
into the wooden support 
board. Helps to build a 

child’s fine motor and 
colour recognition skills. 
Includes 230 pegs and 
8 cards. 
Age 4yrs+

Magnetic 
Drawing 
Board - 
Dinosaur 
or unicorn
Compact and eco-friendly, these magnetic 
drawing boards are perfect to doodle, write or 
draw on using the attached stylus pen and the 
four themed magnetic stamps. 
Board size 25cm x 23cm. Age 3yrs+

Faux Leather Bag
Make your own fashionable faux leather bag and learn the 
basic techniques of leather craft. Kit includes handbag, 
thread and decorative stick on gems. 
Product Size 20 x 28 x 6cm.  Age 5yrs+

Marbling Paint Kit
Create beautiful swirling patterns. Kit includes 
12 non-toxic paint colours, tray, tools and paper.  
Age 3yrs+

Little Fairy Wands
Children will have so much fun creating these magical fairy 
wands. Set includes 4 wands, stickers, decals and organza 
ribbon in a gorgeous gift box.  Age 5yrs+

Dragon Spin Tops 
Colour and create 4 fantastic dragon spinning tops with the 
pre-cut discs. Watch amazing patterns appear when they are 
spinning.  Age 5yrs+

Fairies Glitter 
Boards 
Using the tools and pre-sticky adhesive panels, create 
magical works of art and bring images to life with sparkling 
glitter. Set includes 4 fairy cards.  Age 7yrs+

Tropics Origami  
Create stunning and vibrant neon animals using a collection 
of neon paper.  Fold and create a variety of animals and 
flowers found in the tropics.  Age 7yrs+

Sea Creature Origami 
Unique metallic paper with instructions to fold and create a 
variety of sea animals.  Age 7yrs+Colourbox Set

Complete art-on-the-go! Includes paints, 
pencils and pens. Spiffy box to decorate too.  
Age 5yrs+

Lush Nature 
Scratch Cards 
Scratch the cards to reveal surprise pictures, 4 boards and 
tool included.  Age 6yrs+
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$3995

$3495

$2495

$2495

$2995

$2795

$2995

$2795

Squirrels 
Go Nuts
Slide the squirrels and their nuts so that the squirrels 
get to store them for the winter! 60 challenges! 
1 player game.  Age 6yrs+

Magnetic Suduko - Forest
Entry level Sudoku – complete the rows to show only 1 of 
each picture!  Age 3yrs+

Loopy 
Llamas
3D Llamas 
move around 
the pool 
& collect 
matching 
swim rings 
– match the 
most to win! 
2-4 players. 
Age 4yrs+

Stacking 
Game - 
Animals
Stack up the 
colourful wooden 
blocks and roll the 
dice. Players take 
turns to pull out 
one block carefully 
but try not to 
make the tower 
tumble. A fun and 
interactive game 
that helps with 
fine motor skills, 
and patience. 1 or 
more players. 
Age 3yrs+

Little Association Game
Where do animals live and what do they eat? 
Discover first game skills; turn taking and 
reasoning.  Age 2yrs+

Rainbow Unicorns
Match unicorn heads and tails as you 
race a unicorn over the rainbow to a 
pot of gold. 2-4 players  Age 3-5yrs.

Pocket Money
Move around the board using coins and notes to purchase 
items and calculate change. It’s a great introduction to 
the concept that money is earned and exchanged for 
goods. 2 or more players.  Age 4yrs+

Genius Star
Attempt to complete the star 
using the eleven coloured 
shapes. 
Watch for the 
twist to each 
challenge - 
the Golden 
Star. Inc 2 
game boards 
for a 1 or 2 
player game. 
Age 8yrs+

$1995

BUILDZI
The speed 
building game! 
Fast stacking, 
nerve-racking, block 
building gameplay, 
multiple ways to play!
2-4 Player.  Age 6yrs+

IQ Arrows
Fit the pieces onto the gameboard to complete 
120 challenges. Portable and compact, great for 
travel. 1 player.  Age 7yrs+

$7995

$1995

$1995
Ecosystem
The cards in a player’s grid makes up their own 
personal ecosystem, and the player who has the most 
efficient ecosystem will be the winner. 2-6 players.  
Age 10yrs+

$3995

$1195

Minecraft 
Board Game
A brand new Minecraft adventure, in a board game! 
Collect rare blocks and build spectacular structures, but 
beware of the dangerous mobs and scheming opponents. 
2 - 4 players.  Age 10yrs+

Walking the Dog
Keep your pets on a short leash and steer clear of 
trouble from other dogs and cats! Try not to get tangled 
up. Logic and deduction skills are needed to solve the 
60 challenges, from easy to expert. 1 player game. 
Age 7yrs+

Quick 
Cube

Choose this 
smooth 
easy-to-turn 
cube for quick 
satisfying 

play. 
Age 6yrs+

Heist
A co-operative game – choose your character, listen to 
the team leader and work together to pull off the HEIST!  
2-4 players.  Age 7yrs+.

Compact Boules
This tabletop version of lawn bowls is 
easy to set up and fun. Concentrate 
on getting your ball closest to the 
jack to win. 16 pieces including a fun 
slide launcher.  Age 5yrs+

$3995

$3995

$2595

$4495

Dog Crimes
Cards feature a canine 
crime and a series of 
clues to help identify 
the culprit from the dog 
suspects. 40 mysteries 
to solve, 1 player game. 
Age 8yrs+

Let’s Play Shops
Learn how to shop, count, pay and calculate 
the change! Game includes 24 shopping cards, 
a cash drawer and 100 pieces of play money in 
coins and notes.  Age 5yrs+

$1995

Duck Duck Bruce
Skill, chance and counting (and a bit 
of luck). A super early card game that 
adults like to play too! 2-6 players. 
 Age 6yrs+
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$995

$3995

$7995

$1995
$3995

$3495
$2995

$5495

$2495

Discovery Microscope
A complete Microscope Set in a sturdy carry case.  
Microscope has 3 magnification levels. This 30 piece 
set includes pre-made and blank slides. 
Age 8yrs+

Bottle 
Grower
Now you can easily 
grow tomatoes, 
parsley and other 
hydroponic plants at 
home. All you need 
is the bottle grower 
kit and a recycled 
water bottle. 
Age 4yrs+

Kitchen 
Science
30 kitchen based 
science experiments, 
great fact & fun 
finding for kids. For 
example, teaches 
how to conduct 
electricity by using 
a fork. 
Age 8yrs+

Water 
Pump
A kit that children can build to show how the simplicity of 
sun-solar power can run everyday machines.  Age 5yrs+

Magic 
Pen 
Blue or 
Yellow
Write secret 
messages to each 
other with this 
magical felt tip pen 
that uses ‘invisible 
ink’. Magic writing 
is revealed using 
the beam of the UV 
torch hidden in the 
lid  Age 3yrs+

Magnetic 
Wand 

and 100 chips
Use this 20cm magnet wand to pick up 
magnetic chips and show magnetic force!  
Age 5yrs+

Storm 
Glass 
Cloud

Predict the weather 
from home with this 
unique storm glass. 

A great decorative gift for 
an adult or perfect for the 

budding meteorologist.  

Smart 
Talking Bank
Build a money bank with 
a unique voice alarm and 
record unlimited personalised 
messages with the Logiblocs 
system. Saving is so much 
fun!  Age 5yrs+

Newton’s 
Laws
Learn about 
potential and kinetic 
energy through 
building 8 different 
models.  Age 8yrs+

Chemistry C500 Set
Chemistry C-500 is an introductory set with 28 classic 

experiments. Learn about reactions between solids, liquids, 
and gases. Make fizzy and foamy science and much 

more!  Age 10yrs+

$4495

$5995

$5995

$3495

$5995 Bionic Ear 
Soldering 
Kit
Solder your own 
listening device. 
Once completed 
you can hear the 
quietest sounds 
using the principles 
of a directional 
microphone. Amazing 
science! 
Age 12yrs+

Luminescent Lab
A super fun Glow In The Dark experiment set! Create 
GID chalk, window stickers... planter ‘soil’ and more.  
Age 8yrs+

Slime 
Time
Create and 
understand how 
a slime powered 
clock works, 
by making a 
safe chemical 
battery! 
Age 8yrs+

Rock Box
Each box contains a mix of 
amethyst, quartz, cracked geodes and 
polished gemstones.  Age 6yrs+

Hydraulic Cyborg Hand
Build your own Hydraulic Cyborg Hand to simulate the movements of a human hand using 
hydraulic power for mechanical transmission without electricity. Wear it on your own hand to 
use different grip techniques in holding items for a fun new challenge.  Age 10yrs+

14 in 1 Solar 
Educational Robot
A comprehensive kit to build 14 different solar 
powered ‘robots’. No batteries required. Two build levels  Age 10yrs+

$495
ea

$995
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Black 
Pearl or 
Ford Mustang Coupe
Carefully pop out the pieces to construct these 
replica laser cut models. Intricate, fine and detailed - 
AMAZING!  Black Pearl assembled size is 
10 x 2 x 8cm  Age 14yrs+

$2995

$9995

$2495

$3995

$5995

$6495

$8995

$6495

$7995

Brico Kids DIY 
Tool Truck

This chunky truck is perfectly 
sized for little hands, has 

moveable rubber wheels and 
wooden tools including a screwdriver, 

hammer and wrench.  Age 2yrs+

Zig & Go Set
Create a clever trick circuit with 
wooden dominoes, balls and 
components. Action-reaction 
45 piece set.  Explore STEM 
concepts.  Age 8yrs+

KAPLA NATURAL 
200 pce BOX, 
KAPLA OCTOCOLOUR 
100 pce  CASE
Beautiful sustainable wooden planks are 
simply placed on top of one another to 
construct towers, castles or animals… no 
clicks, glue or pins. Made from Landes 
pinewood from France.  Age 3yrs+

Cocoon 
Stones 

Tactile and smooth 
without sharp corners, 
this set contains 20 

wooden blocks in a 
variety of shapes and 
sizes. Balance and stack 
the wooden stones or 
follow a colour pattern. 
Age 2yrs+

Migoga 
Basic Marble Run
A classic toy from Quercetti. Outstanding 
versatility, build and re-build using the 
tubes to create endless marble runs. 45 
pieces. Made in Italy.  Age 4-7yrs

$1995
ea

Connetix 
62 pce 
Tile Set
Let your child’s imagination run wild, create and build 2D and 3D 
shapes. Math, engineering, science, art; all rolled up in one 
super toy. An absolute must-have!  Age 3yrs+

$2995

$2995

$2495

$2595

$5495

World Map 
Puzzle

A giant 77 x 46cm wooden board that displays 
the countries of our world. Names are printed 

onto the board to help match each 
magnetic piece. Educational and 

decorative too. 92 pieces.  
Age 7yrs+

Space 
Observation 
Puzzle 200 
pces
Learn about the solar system 
whilst piecing this puzzle 
together. Includes facts and 
information booklet. 
Age 6yrs+

Land & Sea Puzzle 1000 pces 
Featuring beautiful illustrations of land and sea animals, this puzzle 
will keep the whole family entertained.  Age 9yrs+

Mini Puzzles
Simple wooden puzzles 
for first puzzlers. Raised 

pieces, rounded edges, 
strong colours 
14.5cm square. 

Choose from Ladybird, 
Butterfly, Car or Plane.  

Age 18mths+

Farm Latches Puzzle
With 6 different doors and latches to be opened, children can 
enjoy playing whilst improving their fine motor skills. Includes 
a wooden animal piece beneath each door.  Age 3yrs+

Full Moon Knight 36 pces
This puzzle is packaged in a gorgeous silhouette Knight shaped box.  
Features a Brave Knight, castle, wolf, full moon and an owl. Hours of 
puzzling fun.  Age 4yrs+

The Princess of 
Spring 36 pces
This stunning puzzle is packaged in a gorgeous 
silhouette princess shaped box. Featuring a 
beautiful springtime princess, children will adore 
piecing this together.  Age 4yrs+

Construction 
Layer Puzzle
Children will discover fascinating 
activities while learning to 
differentiate sizes and colours. The 5 
chunky wooden puzzle pieces nest in 
the puzzle board.  Age 12mths+

$595
ea

Rio Carnaval 
Puzzle 200 pces 

Get ready for the carnival with this 
action-packed puzzle. Featuring 

bright and colourful illustrations 
set in a vibrant celebration. Find 

the pictures on the 
frame in the puzzle!  

Age 6yrs+

$11495
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$4995

$4495

$1495

$3995

$3495

$19995

$4995$3995

Garden Tools Tote
Young gardeners will love this 

gardening bag including tools, 
a watering can and gardening 

gloves. Perfect for 
digging in the dirt 
and watering plants. 

Includes 6 pieces.  
Age 3yrs+

Bilibo
There are unlimited ways to play with 
Bilibo; use it to rock and spin in, hide 
under, sit on or peek through. Use 
indoors and outdoors. Choose from 
green or red.  Age 2yrs+

Junior 
Quoits
These junior quoits 
are made for small 
hands. Includes six 
sturdy rope rings and a 
peg base. A classic family 
game. Made in Australia.  
Age 4yrs+

Explorer Belt
Unique adjustable belt to hold 
adventure equipment for an avid 
outdoor explorer. 8 piece set includes 
an aluminium water bottle, bug viewer, 
Optic Wonder and more.  Age 5yrs+

Dartboard 
Space or Mermaid

These cushioned, double-sided themed dartboards 
hang on a wall inside or outside on a tree.  Aim for 
the targets with the 6 safe velcro balls included.  
Size 36cm diameter  Age 3yrs+

$1995
ea

Trybike
The cool white edition of 
the ever-popular steel 
Trybike. Assemble in low 
tricycle mode for support, 
that easily converts to a 2 
wheeled balance bike. With 
durable pneumatic tyres for 
a smooth ride and extra grip, 
your child can learn to ride 
with balance and confidence. 
Age 18mth-6yrs

Bio Sand set
A complete 6 piece set for sand play. Mold, 
sift, pour and carry all afternoon. Made of 
eco-friendly bioplastic.  Age 12mth+

Bio sand 
and Watermill
The perfect activity for bathtime or at 
the beach. Pour sand or water into the 
wide funnel at the top. Made with eco-
friendly bioplastic. Stands 42cm high. 
Age 12mth+

Foxtail Softie
Catch by the Tail! The closer to the ball, 
the higher the score. Easy to throw and 
easy to catch.  Age 3yrs+ 

$4495

$2995

$3995

$7995

$995

$3495

$3495

$15995 $2595

Stomp Rocket 
with Bubbles
Jump onto the pad for a stream 
of bubbles zooming into the sky!  
Age 6yrs+ 

Fire Dragon Kite
This colourful kite has a wingspan of 
1.4 metres and a clip-on windsock tail. 
Easy to fly for beginners in light wind 
conditions.  Age 5yrs+

Rainbow 
Butterfly 
Kite
A beautiful colourful 
butterfly-shaped 
kite. Easy to fly, 
1.4m wingspan, 
suitable in light 
to fresh winds. 
Age 4yrs+

        Twin Rally 
Racing Extreme
With a top speed of 12km per hour, kids 
will love racing this twin set of full function 
radio-controlled cars. Featuring realistic rally 
car designs and two different frequencies. 
Batteries required. 
Car Size 14 x 6.5 x 5.5cm. 
Age 6yrs+

Mini 
Micro 
Deluxe
Rich with design 
features - stable, 
lightweight, 
adjustable, 
lean-to-steer, 
wide deck 
scooter. Assorted 
colours available. 
Age 2yrs-
5yrs

Bike Basket 
Add to your Trybike to take along your 
drink or best friend!  Age 3yrs+

                 Ultimate 
            Drift Vehicle
Full function, tough RC. Unlimited movement-spin, 
drift and zoom. Cool light and sound effects. 
Car Size 26 x 17 x 17cm.  Age 8yrs+

Duncan Yo Yo ProYo
A modern version of the classic shaped Yo-Yo, the ProYo 
features a patented replaceable wooden axle for easy looping 
tricks. Assorted colours available.  Age 6 yrs+

Blade X Fighter
Grab a friend to role play OR spend the afternoon pretending to defend your domain…using 
these 2 light up saber plastic swords. Motion Light Up and Sound Effects.  Age 6yrs+

“Bio by Gowi is 
made from waste 

products from 
sugarcane 
and is 
recycleable.” 

Free Gift with Purchase

Free Gift with Purchase
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$11995

$4495

$3495

$1295

$2995

Shadow Boxes
Beautifully finished rubberwood animals for creative play. Set comes with wood display 

shadow box. Choose from Dinosaurs-8 pieces or Farmyard Animals-13 pieces.  Age 3yrs+

$7495

Melody Mix Wall Bench
Enjoy 10 sound and music experiences 

built into a sturdy bench. 
Attach to wall 

(hanging straps 
included) or 
play on flat 
surface. Made 
from sustainable 
rubberwood. 
Age 18mths+ Stethoscope

Let’s play ‘doctor’ with 
this fully functional 
stethoscope. Place on 
the chest to hear your 
heart or listen through 
the wall for some spying fun.  
Age 3yrs+

Scrubs Costume
Encourage thoughtful play - be a medic for man or 
beast! Set includes 3 piece costume, blood pressure 
monitor, stethoscope, syringe, thermometer, 
scissors and knee reflex hammer.  Age 3-7yrs

Dodo Art Puzzle 
350 pces
A beautifully illustrated family 
puzzle with a shaped border to 
bamboozle you... Age 7yrs+

Liquifly 
Jet Car
Shoot your amazing 
water powered rocket 
car across the park or 
along the path. Easy 
assembly, includes 
foot pump and bottle. 
Age 6yrs+

   Christmas 202 0   Christmas 202 0

$7995


